Agricultural machinery mechatronics engineer
Apprenticeship at your CLAAS dealer.

CLAAS is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of agricultural machinery. “Harvesting the future” – our customers can rely on that.
Therefore, they not only need premium products, but also talents from all areas of work who are able to work in direct contact with
our customers. People with talents who want to start their career with an apprenticeship at a CLAAS dealer and want to move things
forward. People like you.
Our dealers sell the whole programme of CLAAS harvest technology and tractors, offer a comprehensive service and guarantee a
quick supply of spare parts. In your apprenticeship, you can expect a varied, personal working environment and excellent career
perspectives. In short, a job with a future.

Apprenticeship
Agricultural machinery mechatronics engineer
A LEXION combine harvester works like a factory on four wheels.

and an interest in electronics, mechanics, hydraulics and

Here, and in many other CLAAS machines, is a lot of technology.

pneumatics. Do you like to use your muscle power and your

Technology which challenges you and on which you can learn for

brain? Are you a team player, flexible, responsible and able

your life. Did you always want to know how our machines work?

to work in a team? Then we look forward to receiving your

Then come to us.

application!

During the apprenticeship as an agricultural machinery mechatronics
engineer, you can really get into action: You maintain and repair

What you can expect:

machines such as combine harvesters, b
 alers, tractors and p
 repare
them for resale. You either do this in the workshop or directly at a

−− Three and a half years of apprenticeship

customer’s site. Service and consulting are important components

−− Direct contact to our customers

of the apprenticeship: Soon you will become an essential contact

−− A familiar working atmosphere

person for our customers.

−− A varied working environment
−− Ultra-modern technology

Not only technical understanding is required – but also your

−− Agriculture as an industry of the future

specialist knowledge which you learn on site and at school.
Because our machines are equipped with ultra-modern, intelligent
technology. So you are fully challenged when you make error and

What we expect from you:

trouble shooting diagnoses, isolate and eliminate the causes of
problems. You make sure that everything runs smoothly.

−− Good school leaving certificate
−− Service orientation in dealing with our customers

engineer, you do not have to be grown up on a farm or have an

−− Flexibility and sense of responsibility

agricultural background. You should bring along manual skills

−− Enjoy working in a team

Information about the apprenticeship:

Apply now:

Find further information about the apprenticeship and

You are committed, enjoy working in a team and are looking for a

about a CLAAS dealer near you on partner-jobs.claas.com.

job with a future? Then you have come to the right place. Send

Our tip: Do an internship and gather your first experience

your application by e-mail or post to your CLAAS dealer. You can

of the job and our working environment at first hand.

find all current apprenticeship places in our dealer job board.

Instagram: @claas_careers

partner-jobs.claas.com

02598912

−− Understanding of technology and manual skills
To start your training as an agricultural machinery mechatronics

